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This thesis investigates the possibility of developing a quad log-periodic array for
use in military applications over a wide range of frequencies. The investigation of a
uniformly periodic quad array was conducted utilizing the Numerical Electromagnetics
Code (NEC). A numerical-experimental study of near field characteristics and far field
radiation patterns for selected versions of the structure helped to identify necessary per-
formance characteristics of a successful log-periodic version of the antenna.
The near field investigation provided k versus /? information for a Brillouin diagram
(/? was determined from the relative amplitude and phase of the near magnetic field cre-
ated by the structure under various conditions). Far field radiation patterns provided a
check on the results of the Brillouin diagram and identified the presence of end or trun-
cation effects.
The results of this study show the potential exists for designing a successful quad
log-periodic antenna. Using NEC, a selected model was run in free space to obtain ra-
diation patterns and element currents on the array. The NEC results indicate that a quad
log-periodic array with a switched transmission line has desirable log-periodic charac-
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A. MILITARY COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A QUAD ANTENNA
For coordination and control of today's advanced technology, military forces de-
pend on reliable communications. Military High / Very High / Ultra High Frequency
(HF/VHF/UHF) communication systems provide different types of short, medium, and
long range communications capability. These different requirements necessitate finding
a solution to meet all of these needs. Thus the demands of military and commercial
communications create a unique problem for the antenna engineer.
In designing antenna systems for military communications, the engineer has to
consider a wide range of operating frequencies (2-500 MHz). Thus the engineer has to
understand the conditions under which the antenna will operate, and then optimize the
system performance for those conditions.
To obtain a useful antenna design, the engineer must achieve a balance between
meeting operating conditions and acceptable system performance with that of space and
cost limitations. As a result, it is often desireable to design antennas which have almost
identical operational characteristics over a wide range of frequencies.
The original quad antenna, was introduced in the late 1940s by a radio amateur,
Moore, W9LZX. It consisted of two one-wavelength loops, one loop as the driven ele-
ment, and the other as a reflector as shown in Figure 1 . Later development added more
loops as directors with claims of providing gains of approximately 2 dB over a Vagi of
the same array length. In Moore's antenna, the loops are very sensitive to the operating
frequency and consequently limit the bandwidth of the antenna. The bandwidth of a
quad antenna can be increased by replacing the reflector loop element with a flat ground
plane. The performance of this antenna is similar to that of a dipole over a ground.
Further increases in the operating bandwidth can be achieved by arraying two one-
wavelength loop antennas as shown in Figure 2 . This antenna has better characteristics











Figure 1. Quad Antenna Introduced by Moore
u
n
Figure 2. Two types of Bi-loop Antennas
The conventional method of connecting the elements (one wavelength square loops)
in a Quad Log-Periodic Array (QLPA) through a single transposed transmission line has
been reported as suffering from high VSWR. This deficiency was reportedly solved by
Collins Radio Company by feeding the loops with two transmission lines situated on
opposite sides of the loop and connected in parallel at the driving point [Ref. 2).
Figure 3 illustrates the basic QLPA while Figure 4 is an improved method of" feed-
ing the QLPA (staggered feed). Each element is fed on one side ("bottom") while the feed
to the next element is taken from the opposite side (top). The transmission line is not
tranposed. This method has been reported to give better VSWR properties and more
uniform gain than the basic QLPA [Ref. 2].
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Figure 3. Basic Quad Log- Periodic Antenna
The focus of this paper is to provide more information about the design of a Quad
Log-Periodic Antenna using the results of near field characteristics of Uniform Periodic
Arrays (switched, unswitched and staggered feeds), and its potential as a military wide-
band antenna.
Figure 4. Quad Log-Periodic Antenna wilh Improved Feed (Staggered Feed)
B. BROADBAND ANTENNAS
In many applications an antenna must operate effectively over a wide range of fre-
quencies. Generally an antenna with wide bandwidth is called a broadband antenna. Let
fc be the center (or design) frequency and/B and /J be the upper and lower frequencies of
operation respectively for which satisfactory performance is obtained. Then the band-








The bandwidth of wide band antennas is usually expressed as a ratio using equation
(1.1) and narrow band antennas are quoted as a percent of the center frequency using
equation (1.2) [Ref. 3].
In practice, an antenna is considered to be broadband if the specified polarization,
radiation patterns, or impedance are retained over more than an octave.
C. DEVELOPMENT OF A LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY
During the period from 1955 to 1958, research was carried out, mainly at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, to develop antennas whose performance is almost independent of fre-
quency. The work was sponsored by the United States Air Force in order to relieve the
problems associated with the increasing number of different electromagnetic systems and
equipment being carried on high speed military aircraft. It was recognized that the
problem would be relieved if a given antenna could serve several systems and frequen-
cies.
Professor V.H. Rumsey, then antenna laboratory director, realized that the "char-
acteristic length" of the structure as compared to the operating wavelength introduced
the frequency dependence. Generally, antenna performance with regard to both radi-
ation pattern and input impedance is a function of length/wavelength. On the other
hand, by the principle of modeling or scaling, it is only necessary7 to scale the size of the
structure in the ratio of frequencies, in order to ensure that a given structure has the
same performance at different frequencies. Thus, Rumsey concluded that the absence
of characteristic length is the feature required for frequency independence and that the
structure should be completely described by angles. Thus, he put forward the "angle
concept", which is that a structure whose shape is defined by angles alone, with no
characteristic length, should be a frequency-independent structure [Ref. 4]. Structures
which can be described by angles alone, normally have an infinite length. Examples are
the infinite biconical antenna and the infinite bifin (bow-tie) antenna. However, practical
versions of these structures are obviously finite in size. Although these structures have
comparatively broadband tendencies, the truncation to a finite size introduces a charac-
teristic length property which eliminates the predicted frequency independent behavior.
Many different kinds of structures were tested which met this anglular concept re-
quirement. In all cases the bandwidth was limited because of truncation effects, i.e., the
currents were not negligible at the point of truncation.
Raymond DuHamel (then a research assistant professor at the University of Illinois)
continued research on designing a broadband antenna with linear polarization. He
realized, that if the currents on the structure fall off with distance from the feed point
more rapidly than usual, then they could be neglected at the point of truncation. His
method of accomplishing this was to introduce discontinuities into the structure. For
example, he used teeth in an attempt to increase the radiation and speed up the decay
of current. Discovering that the teeth increased current decay in the structure, the in-
vestigation continued into the question: "How should the teeth be designed?" He decided
to follow Rumsey's angle concept as far as possible during design of this structure. He
cut the teeth along circular arcs and let the length of the arcs be determined by an angle,
as shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Log-Periodic Toothed Structure [Ref. 3]
However, this did not fix the tooth spacing, since the latter could not be specified
by angles alone. In trying to solve the spacing problem, DuHamel noticed that on the
successful equiangular spiral structure, along a line drawn from the center outward, the
spacing from one conductor to the next was in a constant ratio. Therefore, the decision
was made to cut teeth along circular arcs with a constant spacing ratio, t:
t = -^— (1.3)
He also expected that the structure would not necessarily be frequency independent,
because the finite length still created a characteristic length, which eliminated the
posibility of achieving complete frequency independence. DuHamel observed that the
antenna demonstrated performance in a periodic relationship to the operating frequency,
and concluded that the antenna's performance was virtually identical for frequencies re-
lated logarithmically as:
log/n+1 = log/„ + logy(4-) (1.4)
or
»/*+!* 0- 5 )




These relations are true for every n. The scaling factor t gives the period of the an-
tenna. The frequencies/^ and/, lead to identical performance so the antenna is loga-
rithmically periodic [Ref. 3].
In other words, the frequencies at which the performance is the same are spaced
equally when plotted on a log scale. Thus, these types of structures were named "log-
periodic" antennas. All log-periodic antennas have this property.
D. THE LOG-PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
After DuHamel's finding, many structures of this type were built and tested. Some
of them were less successful than others.
The next major step came with Isbell's invention of the log-periodic dipole array
(LPDA), an array of parallel wire dipole elements of increasing length outward from the
apex feed point [Ref. 5]. He used a parallel load with switched phase from one element
to the next. The length of the element was determined by an angle a as before, and the











That is, successive distances between the apex and the elements were in a constant ratio,
t, as shown in Figure 6 .
The experiments showed that the structure was indeed a broadband log-periodic
structure with a unidirectional pattern. Isbell also demonstrated experimentally that
most of the radiation was coming from those dipole elements which are in the vicinity
of a half wavelength long and the currents and voltages at the large end of the structure
were negligible within the operating band of frequencies. Finally, it was shown once
again, that the operating band of frequencies was bounded on the high side by frequen-
cies corresponding to the size of the smallest element and on the low side by the fre-
quencies at which the largest dipole element is about a half wavelength long.
R.L. Carrel made a very careful and extremely valuable analysis on the LPDA [Ref.
6]. The analysis consisted of breaking the overall problem into parts, each of which was
programmed for a digital computer. Having developed a systematic computer program,
Carrel completed the calculations on more than 100 different log-periodic dipole designs.
Then, he compared the results of several of these with corresponding experimental
models. The measurements included not only radiation patterns and impedances but also
the current and the voltage distributions on the structures. The agreement between the
values of current calculated by Carrel and the values measured along the structure
proved to be within experimental accuracy, and led the engineering community to accept
his analysis of the dipole structure. Carrel's work provided a set of design curves which
show how to adjust the dimensions of a structure in order to meet specified design ob-
jectives. Carrel's experimental values and results are shown in Figure 7 .
The pattern, gain, and impedance of an LPDA depend upon the design parameters
a and t. The LPDA is a very popular broadband antenna of simple construction, low







Figure 6. Log- Periodic Dipole Array [Ref. 3]
E. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF SUCCESSFUL LOG-PERIODIC
ANTENNAS
There are some general characteristics of successful log-periodic structures taken
from experimental results. Some of them can be summarized as follows:
1. By definition, the electrical properties must repeat periodically with the logarithm
of the frequency to help ensure broadband performance. To maintain frequency
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Figure 7. Carrel's Curves and Experimental Values [Ref. 3]
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the structure must demonstrate a rapid decay in current over an active region or
region of propagation. This eliminates end effects caused by truncation of the
electrical length of the structure [Ref. 7].
2. The impedance is a logarithmically periodic function of frequency. In other words,
if a plot is made of the input impedance as a function of the logarithm of the fre-
quency, the variation will be periodic. Radiation patterns vary in the same manner,
along with such parameters as the beamwidth, directive gain, and side-lobe level
[Ref. 8].
3. It has been shown in previous work that the periodic relationship appears to be a
necessary, but not sufficient condition to ensure broadband performance.
4. Excitation of the structure is from the high frequency or small element to the low
frequency or large end.
5. There is an active region from which the antenna radiates substantially because of
a proper combination of current magnitudes and their phases. The position and
phasing of these radiating currents produce a maximum radiation field in the
backward direction and a very small radiation field along the surface of the struc-
ture in the forward direction.
6. Backward wave radiation is another characteristic observed in successful log-
periodic structures. In the case of unidirectional radiators backfire radiation occurs
when the antenna "fires" through the small part of the structure, and the radiation
in the forward direction is zero or very small. For bidirectional structures the
backfire requirement is replaced by a requirement for broadside radiation. In other
words, if the structure is excited with a wave traveling on the transmission line from
left to right, backward radiation will occur if the magnitude of the current sharply
decays as it travels across the left-most element of the active region. In addition the
phase of the current in the right elements must lead the phase of the left elements.
In all of the above cases, the radiation is in the forward direction along the surface
of the structure which theoretically extends to infinity and must be zero or very
small.
7. There is an inactive or reflection region beyond the active one. All successful fre-
quency independent structures must exhibit a rapid attenuation of current within
and beyond the active region. This operation will not be affected by truncation of
the structure. A major cause of the rapid current attenuation is the large radiation
of energy from the active region [Ref. 8].
8. A transmission region is formed by the inactive portion of the strucure between the
active region and the feed point. This transmission line should have the proper
characteristic impedance and negligible radiation.
General amplitude and phase relationships along with the resulting radiation pat-
terns are shown in Figure 8.
Typical amplitude and phase relationships from backward radiation regions of loop
and quad arrays are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 .
11
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II. THE SELECTED APPROACH FOR INVESTIGATION OF THE QUAD
LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY
A. SELECTED METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The method of investigation was planned in two main steps. The first step was to
provide more detailed information about the potential of the quad log-periodic antenna
(QLPA). The method of investigating the near field properties of a uniformly periodic
antenna was proposed by Mayes, Deschamp, and Patton and was chosen as a starting
point. They suggested that the knowledge of the near-field properties of a uniformly
periodic structure whose geometry is the counterpart of that of the log-periodic config-
uration, could be analyzed over a frequency range to identify the necessary character-
istics for a successful log-periodic structure [Ref. 9]. In independent research projects,
Tezmen and Johnsen utilized this approach to investigate the potential of small loop
arrays and half square arrays as log-periodic antennas [Ref. 10, 7]. Following this ap-
proach, a quad uniformly periodic array (QUPA) could be analyzed to determine if a
quad log-periodic structure could be successful.
For the uniformly periodic structure to be considered as having poicntial for devel-
opment as a log-periodic antenna, the analysis should provide information, over the
frequency range of interest, to demonstrate the following:
1. Supports backward radiation.
2. Creates sufficient current decay to eliminate the end effects,
3. Must not suffer large variations in electrical properties.
The identification of the characteristic properties indicates that, with proper scaling, a
log-periodic quad antenna can be developed.
The second step was to design several computer models of a QLPA with different
line characteristic impedances having different scaling and spacing factors. This was
based on the results of the first step and was meant to compare the performance of the
models in terms of antenna parameters, such as radiation patterns, half-power
beamwidth, front-to-back ratio, and input impedance. Depending on the results, this
would determine the most promising model. Next, the selected model was analyzed
numerically using NEC to get data for both radiation patterns and near magnetic fields.
Examination of the radiation patterns is the most effective way to observe the
15
performance of log-periodic antennas. The purpose of calculating near magnetic field
data in addition to radiation fields was to obtain the k-/? diagrams of the QLPA by using
near magnetic field data and observe the relationship between the radiation patterns and
the k-/? diagram. From k-/? diagrams it is possible to identify the frequency regions
where backward radiation occurs in uniformly periodic arrays; thus, it is possible to de-
termine the potential of a candidate log-periodic structure. A uniformly periodic array
is one in which all the elements, dimensions, and spacing between the elements are the
same. For the log periodic case it is not easy to obtain the k-fi diagram. The k-/? diagram
approach, used in the analysis of the uniformly periodic structures, is based on the
analysis of infinite-length structures. Since practical structures are of finite length, their
current distribution usually will be different than the infinite structures and some devi-
ation in behavior may occur even in uniformly periodic structures. For example, the
boundary lines between the various length regions are not sharply defined. Effective ra-
diation may occur from a finite structure at frequencies where the phase constant lies
within the slow-wave region [Ref. 11]. In the uniformly periodic case, d is constant while
k is the controlled variable in obtaining the k-/? diagram. For a log-periodic case, the
period d, continually increases as one moves away from the feed with the frequency
fixed. By fixing k and making d variable, the k-/? diagram for the log-periodic structure
may be obtained. With this approach, it is assumed that ft on the log-periodic structure
is determined only by local behavior of the structure [Ref. 12]. Also, since the log peri-
odic structure is not uniform at a given frequency, different space harmonic phase con-
stants are found for each cell along the structure. For these reasons, methods other than
the k-/? diagram technique are generally used in the analysis of log-periodic structures.
One of the methods used in this thesis is the evaluation of amplitude and phase plots
of element currents to determine regions which create backfire radiation and comparison
of this information with radiation patterns and near magnetic fields. A single precision
version of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) was used throughout the simu-
lation process, after comparing accuracy of double precision calculations.
B. APPLICATION OF THE KB DIAGRAM
One of the characteristics of a log-periodic structure is that of backward radiation.
It is possible to tell whether or not an array possesses the capacity for backward radi-
ation by examining a k-fi diagram, which is also called a dispersion or Brillouin diagram
















Figure ll. k-/I Diagram and its Radiation Regions [Ref. 12]
This diagram is obtained by plotting the free space constant k versus the propa-
gation constant [i (or kd versus /?</, where d is the antenna element spacing). It is only
necessary to show one period since the log periodic antenna characteristics repeat every
2n. For free space propagation:
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k = P =
2f (2.1)
The backward-travelling wave is created by coupling of the forward-travelling wave
on the transmission line and the space harmonics of the elements. To achieve this de-
sirable condition, the feeder wave medium must produce a fast wave along the structure
to facilitate radiation. The determination of whether a wave is considered fast or slow is
based on the relationship between the phase propagation constant of the wave on the
structure, /?, and the free space number, k. A slow wave is defined to exist when /? is
greater than k (k < P ), or equivalently when the phase velocity of the feeder wave is
travelling on the structure faster than the phase velocity of a wave radiating in free
space. Conversely, a fast wave is generated when the condition k>/? exists.
According to Mittra and Jones the k-/? diagram can be separated into three different
regions [Ref. 12]. These are the propagation (P) region, the complex (C) region and the
radiation (R) region. The propagation or P region corresponds to the feed excitation
region in the antenna and has very little or no attenuation (normally found in the slow-
wave areas). The complex or C region occurs at p = + n (normally found in slow wave
areas), and acts as a stopband filter where the attenuation is high but coupling to space
is poor, therefore the complex region does not facilitate radiation. The C region will not
be present in the k-/? relationship for many structures, but will probably be present in
structures that demonstrate large variations in electrical properties. The third region,
radiation or R region, is where an antenna is an effective radiator. It is also located in
the fast wave portion of the diagram, that is, where k is greater than P . The radiation
region is normally subdivided into an Rf region, for forward radiation (away from the
feed point), and an Rb region, for backward radiation (toward the feed). The most suc-
cessful log-periodic antennas have radiation occuring in the Rb region near the line where
P = -k. The Rb region should also have a large amount of attenuation to facilitate radi-
ation into space. The direction of propagation for the waves radiated under these con-
ditions is given by
^cos" 1 ^-, (2.2)
where 6 is measured from the axis of the structure [Ref. 11]. In Hudock's study of a
uniform monopole array, he closely examined the relationship between the subdivisions
of the R region and the far field propagation patterns as shown in Figure 12 [Ref. 11].
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The transition from backward to forward radiation appears to occur gradually across the
fast wave region with the most directional radiation patterns occuring close to the
"fast-to-slow" boundarv.
I »?r /X
PHASE SUIT! / CELL. fS -2r /*j
Figure 12. Hudock's Diagram Relating the k-/J Relationship to Far Field Radiation
Patterns [Ref. 11]
Thus, for this thesis, the importance of the k-/? diagram comes from the fact that, in
uniformly periodic arrays, it is possible to identify frequency regions where backward
radiation occurs by examining the k-/? diagram. Since backward radiation is an impor-
tant characteristic of successful log-periodic antennas, the k-/? diagram of its uniform
counterpart is a very useful tool in determining the potential of a candidate log-periodic
structure.
19
C. TECHNIQUE OF OBTAINING THE KB RELATIONSHIPS
There are two methods for obtaining the k-/? relationship for periodic structures.
First, the theoretical approach, which involves developing a characteristic function in
terms of/?, is a very complex method and is developed in detail by Mittra [Ref. 13].
Second, the experimental approach investigates the near magnetic field properties of a
periodic structure. Due to the complexity of the analytical approach proposed by
Mittra, the experimental approach was selected for the investigation of the k-/? proper-
ties of the QLPA. The experimental approach of investigating the near magnetic field
characteristics has been previously employed on several structures and has proven to be
a satisfactory method of obtaining the characteristics of a structure from which the
phase relationship can be obtained.
To determine /?, the amplitude and phase of the current along the transmission line
must be deduced from the near field of the structure to determine the properties of the
feeder wave. Since the magnetic near field is directly proportional to the current along
the conducting elements, the relative current phase and amplitude can be determined
from near field measurements.
Standing wave patterns will normally be observed for the current distribution along
the transmission line of the structure in frequency regions far from resonance. The
standing wave pattern indicates if the structure acts as a simple transmission line. Thus,
measuring the distance (d) between the nulls or minimum points, it is possible to deter-
mine the guide wavelength, /„:
/«, = 2d (2.3)
Knowing ).
g ,
at non resonant frequencies, /? can be calculated from the measurment.
As the frequency approaches resonance, the amplitude of the feed wave and current
distribution attenuates as it travels down the structure (away from the feed point).
Therefore, the magnitude of the reflected wave is very small and is not large enough to
create an appreciable standing wave pattern. Consequently, the propagation constant
/? can no longer be determined by an observation of the standing wave pattern. Actually,
the incident feeder wave is a travelling wave with a resultant progression of phase with
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distance. In this frequency range, ft is now dependent on the change in phase, A0, with




^7 = ^60a7 (2 - 6)
The attenuation per cell in db is also provided from the amplitude plot.
In earlier experiments performed by Hudock and Tezmen the measurment of
change of phase of the current with distance was based on the concept of comparison
of a measured point to a reference point. For this experiment, the measurements were
made in a manner similar to earlier experiments. Instead of constructing a prototype
structure and using a laboratory setup to measure the near fields, the structure was
modeled on a computer using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC). Exper-
imental data was obtained from simulation runs with controlled parameter variations for
observing the calculated response of the structure. Utilizing the capabilities of NEC, a
near magnetic field investigation can be conducted on quad uniformly pa iodic arrays in
which the amplitude and phase of the near magnetic fields are determined. The near field
is usually considered to extend to 0.1/. NEC requires that near field calculations be
taken at a distance no closer than 10 -3/. Several runs were performed for magnetic field
calculations at distances of 0.001/ — 0.01/. A comparison of these distances shows a
magnitude difference of less than four percent and a phase difference of less than twelve
percent. All NEC information used in the final analysis was for near fields at a distance
of 0.0041/ at the resonant frequency because it was a convenient location for the ge-
ometry.
When NEC is programmed for the near magnetic field at one frequency, the output
is complex with units of magnitude in amps per meter and phase in degrees. These values
are given for the x, y, and z components for each antenna element. The x-directed mag-
netic fields were used for this analysis since the antenna array was placed in the Y-Z
plane with the wave propagating in the x-direction. Using a plotting program,
PLOTNF, the phase values were plotted for each type of antenna feed at several differ-
ent frequencies and element spacings. The slope of each plot was then multiplied by the
element spacing d and converted to radians to produce one point on the k-/? diagram
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(kd — fid diagram). The current magnitude output was used to derive a in the complex
propagation equation:
V = a +jfi (2-7)
These values were also plotted using PLOTNF. The ratio of maximum to minimum
amplitude was converted to decibels per meter, divided by the distance over which it
varied, and then multiplied by the antenna element spacing to produce one point on the
attenuation diagram. The k-/? and attenuation diagrams for QLPA are presented and
discussed in the next chapters.
D. THE NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE (NEC)
Quad log-periodic arrays used in this thesis were modeled on the IBM system 3033
main-frame computer by using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC), version
three. NEC is a computer code designed to provide analysis of the electromagnetic re-
sponse to metal structures. NEC was developed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
Livermore, California, under the sponsorship of the Naval Ocean Systems Center, the
US Army and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
It is a user-oriented computer code and was developed as an upgraded version of the
Antenna Modeling Program (AMP) to obtain numerical solutions for integral equations
which describe the current distribution on the structure [Ref. 9]. By employing the
technique known as the method of moments, the code reduces integral equations of the
form
I{Z')K(Z,Z')dZ' = -E\Z) (2.7)
to a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations developed in terms of the un-
known current components, I(Z') [Ref. 3].
The NEC code provides accurate solutions to current distributions of a particular
structure, and then utilizes the current values to evaluate structure impedances, radiation
patterns, and near electric and magnetic fields.
The code can handle models with nonradiating networks and transmission lines
connecting parts of the structure, imperfect or perfect conductors, and lumped element
loading. Structures may also be modeled in free space or over a ground plane that may
be either a perfect or imperfect conductor.
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Structures may be excited either by voltage sources on the structure or by an inci-
dent plane wave which may be linearly or elliptically polarized. NEC outputs may in-
clude currents and charges, radiated fields, and near electric or magnetic fields. For more
accurate calculations, double precision versions are also available to the user. The NEC
code installed on the Naval Postgraduate School mainframe employs single and double
precision versions of the code.
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III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER MODEL
Since the method selected to analyze performance was based on the experimental
evaluation of the uniform array, the size of the array structure had to be established both
in terms of element lengths and element spacings. The utilization of NEC removes lab-
oratory restrictions on construction size of the antenna; therefore, the major consider-
ation in selection of a computer model is the tradeoff between antenna performance and
deployment capability. As the number of the elements in the array increases, the per-
formance of the antenna also increases, but construction of the antenna will require
more time, space, and manpower (in case of mobile arrays), which are crucial factors
under battle conditions. A computer model must be chosen which is operationally
practical. A midrange frequency of 300 MHz was selected as it represents the midpoint
frequency for NAVY VHF/UHF devices. Uniform spacing between elements was se-
lected arbitarily to be one tenth of a resonant wavelength. The selection of spacing was
arbitary since it is a function of the input frequency; consequently, changing the fre-
quency at the input is the same as varying the element spacing for fixed frequency. The
radius of the wire was chosen as 0.000814 meters which is number 14 gauge wire.
The use of a 10 element array was an arbitary selection. It was chosen to make the
array at least one wavelength long for the selected resonant frequency, and, it saved
computational time over longer arrays.
Another variable was the characteristic impedance of the transmission line "feeder"
connecting the elements. The initial value used was 300 ohms and other measurements
were made above and below this value. Three different types of voltage feeds were also
modeled in NEC for comparison and will be discussed in the next section.
In the investigation of the quad uniformly periodic array, the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line "feeder" connecting the elements, the spacing be-
tween the elements, and the type of voltage feed were all systematically varied. The
values of characteristic impedance studied were 50, 180, 300, 500, and 700 ohms. The
spacing distance was 0.05 m, 0.1 m, 0.15 m, 0.2 m, 0.25 m, and 0.3 m.
A set of near magnetic field data was collected for the following conditions as shown
in Figure 13 :
1. Switched parallel voltage feed,
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2. Unswitched parallel voltage feed,
3. Staggered or "improved" voltage feed.
The near magnetic field was calculated in the z-direction at 0.129884 meters, ap-
proximately 0.0041/ above the center of each element. As mentioned in the previous
chapter on the k-/? diagram, the plotted values for each frequency determined one point
on the k-/? diagram and the attenuation diagram. Other sets of k-/? and attenuation di-
agrams were formed by changing the distance between the elements in the array.
The next major step was to design a successful quad log-periodic array. At the start
of the design the only parameter available was the range of frequencies where backward
radiation had occured on k-/? diagrams of a uniformly periodic array. Considering that
the length of the array should be around one wavelength long at the lowest frequency,
then the distance from the apex to the longest element should vary in accordance with
the selection of the lowest frequency.
By examining the k-/? diagrams, it was possible to choose a characteristic impedance
of 300 ohms and a spacing of 0.25 m and 0.3 m to start the design. From both diagrams,
the mid frequency of backward radiation was observed as 340 MHz. Five elements were
chosen to complete the total backward radiation frequency range. The values of t, a,





2. < = 0.2107,
3. a = 0.119,
4. d^—Tjrr ;i- -.-1.0,1,2....,
5. a = 5.3 degrees
Similarly for the distance spacing, dupa = .25 m, of the uniformly periodic array, they
were found to be:
1. t„, = 0.915,
2. < = 0.2206,
3. a = 0.125,
4. ^, =4^; i=... ,-1.0,1,2,...,
5. a = 5.4 desrees
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(c) Switched Feed Transmission Line
Figure 13. Types of Voltage Feeds
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Only the switched transmission lines were tested because their k-/? diagrams were the
most promising.
Since there is not a well established methodology for the analysis of log-periodic
antennas, the analysis of the performance is "experimental". In this respect, radiation
patterns are one of the key parameters for evaluating the performance of log-periodic
structures. First, the radiation patterns were calculated for the uniformly periodic arrays
over frequencies identified as being in the radiation region of the k-/? diagrams for the
above three types of transmission line voltage feeds. Secondly, for the log-periodic
structure, radiation patterns were calculated in free space at the resonant and also non-
resonant frequencies with the switched transmission line, using NEC. Verification of the
results were made from the input impedance of the QLPA (Smith Chart plot) and also
from the amplitude and phase distribution of the element currents of the QLPA.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As mentioned in the previous chapter a plotting program, PLOTNF, was used to
assist in the analysis of the near field data. By plotting the magnitude and phase re-
lationships of the near magnetic field, characteristic regions could be identified and the
propagation constant, /?, could be determined. The propagation constant, /?, was calcu-
lated for various frequencies from the numerical values provided by NEC using re-
lationships defined by Mittra [Ref. 13] and utilized by Hudock, Tezmen, and Johnsen
[Ref. 11, 10, 7]. Along with the calculation of /?, the attenuation of the field over the
structure was calculated by the normalized ratio of the magnitude values. The calculated
data for /? and attenution were then plotted on a Brillouin diagram to obtain the struc-
ture's properties and its potential for development as a log-periodic antenna.
A. QUAD UNIFORMLY PERIODIC LOOP ARRAY
The uniformly periodic structure consists of an array of ten identical loops whose
circumference is one meter. In analyzing the data from the near field plots presented in
Appendix B for three types of feedlines for quad loop arrays, the following responses
were observed:
1. UNSWITCHED TRANSMISSION LINE
For the element spacing distance of 0.05 m through 0.3 m. similar responses
were observed for the different values of characteristic impedance of the transmission
line. No backward radiation occured for any of the cases. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 14. Only forward radiation occurred, and one or more standing waves were present.
Thus, the uniformly periodic array with an unswitched transmission line is an
ineffective radiator. Therefore the structure with this type of transmission line does not
have the potential to become a successful log-periodic antenna.
2. IMPROVED (STAGGERED) FEED TRANSMISSION LINE
The near magnetic field investigation continued with the analysis of the quad uniform
array with an improved feed. This feed was investigated by Baron [Ref. 2], who found
that it provides more uniform properties than the basic QLP antenna and was suggested
for further investigation.
1. For a spacing distance of 0.1 m, the k-/? diagrams, a sample of which is shown in
Figure 15. demonstrate that the backward radiation regions are very narrow and
the attenuation is not high enough (at least 3 dB per cell) to provide effective ra-























Figure 14. k-/J and Attenuation Diagrams of Unstitched Feed Transmission Line, Z = 180
ohms
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identified, due to the fact that the phase of the current switches back and forth.
These regions are named "messy" regions on the k-/? diagrams; for example, the
case of Z = 500 ohms shown in Figure 16.
2. For element spacing distances of 0.2 m, 0.25 m, and 0.3 m, the backward radiation
regions are more broadband, but the attenuation is lower in these regions in com-
parison to the attenuation of the forward radiation. Similarly, as stated before,
there are also "messy" regions present.
The near field investigation of the quad uniformly periodic array with staggered
feed shows the array supports backward radiation, but the attenuation is not high
enough (at least 3 dB per cell) to show potential for the structure as a successful log-
periodic antenna and thus does not warrant further investigation.
3. SWITCHED TRANSMISSION LINE
The analysis of k-/? diagrams (Appendix A) of the switched transmission line
showed different results from the two previous types of transmission lines.
1. For an element spacing of 0.2 m there are narrow and broadband backward radi-
ation regions. This is the case when characteristic impedances are 50, 180, and 300
ohms. In the case when transmission line characteristic impedance is 500 ohms,
there is a broadband backward radiation region where attenuation is low (less than
3 dB per cell), so the structure does not show potential as a log-periodic array.
2. For spacings of 0.15 m and 0.3 m similar responses were observed for the backward
radiation regions, but the attenuation in these regions are higher than 3 dB.
The k-/? diagrams for a transmission line of characteristic impedance Z = 300
ohms are shown in Figures 17 through 20.
The k-/? and attenuation diagrams for a spacing of 0.3 m are in Figures 17 and
18, identifing a backward radiation region in the frequency range of 250 to 425 MHz,
while the attenuation has values from 1.8 dB to 6 dB. For a spacing of 0.25 m, Figures
19 and 20, graphically depict a propagation region followed by a backward radiation
region at a frequency of 250 to 475 MHz. The attenuation is between values of 0.5 dB
to 5 dB. Thus, the near field characteristics demonstrated by the switched transmission


































Figure 15. k-/J and Attenuation Diagrams of Staggered Feed Transmission Line, Z = 180
ohms
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Figure 16. k-/? and Attenuation Diagrams of Staggered Teed Transmission Line, Z = 500
ohms
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Figure 18. The Observed Attenuation of the QUPA with Element Spacing Distance
d= 0.3 m
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Figure 20. The Observed Attenuation of the QUPA with Element Spacing Distance
d=0.25 m
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In Appendix C, the far field radiation patterns of a QUPA with a switched feed
transmission line are shown as a function of frequency.
In Appendix H, the data files which are the inputs to the NEC program for the
QUPA are presented.
B. QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY
The models shown in Figure 21 were run with a switched transmission line in free
space. (Switching is the transposition of the transmission line between adjacent elements
to generate a 180 degree phase reversal). The data collected included radiation patterns,
input impedance, and magnitude and phase plots of structure element currents. The
corresponding data files which were inputs to the NEC program are represented in Ap-
pendix I.
1. RADIATION PATTERNS
Free space radiation patterns showed the expected backfire radiation, directed
toward the point of excitation, a trait which appears to be inherent in most of the suc-
cessful unidirectional log-periodic antennas. It is believed to be the result of a space
wave traveling along the structure in a direction opposite to the phase progression of
currents in the feed line. The backward traveling wave is due to the existence of back-
ward space harmonics in the spectrum of the periodic structure. The periodic structure
should be such as to produce only waves which are quite slow at the frequencies where
radiation is not intended. At frequencies where radiation is intended, one or more of the
space-harmonic waves should be "fast" or "almost fast". Thus, for the log periodic
structure, a feeder wave propagates toward the active (radiating) region under slow wave
conditions. According to this theory, the dominant harmonic in the active region prop-
agates in the backward direction [Ref. 11].
The responses of both of QLPA's designs were very similar, as expected, since
the design parameters differed only slightly (Appendix E). The scaling and spacing fac-
tors were t = 0.915 and 0.914 and cr = 0.125 and 0.119 respectively. Increasing the
number of elements in the log periodic array increased the performance of the array as
shown in Appendix D.
Between 200-240 MHz and 560-590 MHz the front-to-back ratio is lower than
for the rest of the frequencies although the main radiation is backfire radiation. The
major reason for this is "truncation effects". If the structure were of the infinite type, the
properties would repeat periodically and there would not be any performance variation.
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Figure 21. QLPA Models
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(end effect) is produced by rear truncation. This reflected wave then travels back along
the structure in the opposite direction, passing through the active region a second time
where it is partially radiated. The resulting radiation pattern from this second pass is a
reduced mirror image of the main pattern from the first pass [Ref. 14]. As frequency is
increased, the electrical properties of the truncated structure converge to characteristic
values. The 13 element QLPA has a low frequency limit of 240 MHz. Above this fre-
quency the antenna displays fairly small radiation. Figure 22 shows a sample radiation
pattern in free space. Appendices D and E include other radiation patterns calculated in
free space. Patterns show an average half power beamwidth of 56 degrees and an average
gain of 5.3 dBi at resonant frequencies. In Tables 1 through 4 the antenna parameters,
power gain, half power beamwidth, and input impedance are shown versus frequency in
free space.
2. AMPLITUDE AND PHASE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENT CURRENTS
Appendix F shows amplitude and phase plots of element currents for the 13 el-
ement QLPA (t=.915, a = .125) in free space for various frequencies. These plots
clearly show the possibility of obtaining a leading phase shift along some portion of the
structure that will produce backfire radiation. On the plots, the left-most point corre-
sponds to the smallest element which is one-wavelength in circumference at the upper
cut-off frequency, 580 MHz. The feed line is connected to the array at this element. The
right-most point corresponds to the longest element which is one wavelength in circum-
ference at the lower cut-off frequency of 199 MHz. From the amplitude and phase plots
of element currents, it can be observed that currents are strongest on resonant elements
and on a few elements in front of the element which is near one-wavelength at the op-
erating frequency. For elements, which form the active region of the array, the phase
shift along the structure shows a leading phase condition. This corresponds to a back-
ward traveling wave and leads to directivity which is predominantly backfire. Following
the element which is closest to resonance, the current amplitude falls off suddenly
showing a desired "end effect". As the operating frequency is increased or decreased the
active region moves along the array but radiation patterns vary only slightly.
3. INPUT IMPEDANCE
Appendix H shows the input impedance of the structure plotted on Smith charts
using the GRAPS plotting program. The VSWR is excellent. It is less than 2:1
throughout the frequency range. On the plots it is also easy to observe the end or trun-
cation effect (straight line) which occurs at the lowest cut-off frequency of 200 MHz for
the 13 element QLPA.
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13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( PREQ = 300 MHZ )
TAU=.9J5, SIGIvlA=.125, (DUPA=.25M)
,
Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
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Figure 22. Horizontal Pattern at 300 MHz
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Table 1. PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A 9 ELEMENT QLPA (TAU = .915,
SIGMA = .125, Z = 300 OHM)






Gain (db) Input Impedance
1 484.9 74 -0.35 234.04 - j 97.93
2 443.7 67 2.29 221.95 - j 06.92
3 406.1 69 1.71 208.35 - j 69.77
4 371.6 60 3.96 232.16 -j 17.04
5 340 54 5.27 258.72
-j 27.14
6 311.1 47 6.00 258.72
-j 27.14
7 284.1 50 5.44 331.04 -j 65.16
S 259.9 39 7.49 309.46 + j 30.90
9 237.84 35 7.06 191.29 - j 37.79
Table 2. PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A 13 ELEMENT QLPA (TAU = .915,
SIGMA = .125, Z = 300 OHM)





Gain (db) Input Impedance
1 579.2 76 - 1.25 243.28 - j SS.35
2 530.0 72 1.72 214.26 + j 5.41
3 4S4.9 66 1.48 205.75 - j 69.17
4 443.7 60 4.22 230.92 -j 21.27
5 406.
1
58 4.72 255.19 - j 85.48
6 371.6 49 5.84 256.14 - j 25.37
7 340 49 5.69 332.08 + j 19.90
8 311.1 55 5.40 320.50 - j 28.82
9 284.1 50 5.87 262.25 + j 33.25
10 259.9 48 6.03 290.46 + j 53.46
11 237.84 61 2.85 315.87 + j 154.52
12 217.62 39 7.54 397.15 + j 117.28
13 199.12 35 7.41 436.75 - j 1.37
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Table 3. PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A 9 ELEMENT QLPA (TAU = .914,
SIGMA = .119, Z= 300 OHM)





Gain (db) Input Impedance
1 487.2 76 - 1.08 252.06 - j 89.36
2 445.3 66 2.58 213.62 + j 04.96
3 407.0 70 1.56 215.22
-j 72.10
4 371.9 61 3.97 233.08- j 15.62
5 340 54 5.26 254.36 - j 88.29
6 310.4 48 5.95 259.56 - j 23.43
7 283.7 50 5.00 327.61 + j 66.32
8 259.3 39 7.45 301.17
-j 29.95
9 237.0 36 7.07 202.11 + j 48.23
Table 4. PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A 13 ELEMENT QLPA (TAU = .914,
SIGMA = .119, Z = 300 OHM)





Gain (db) Input Impedance
1 583.2 76 - 1.33 243.53 -j 91.83
2 533.04 70 1.72 215.76 + j 5.32
*5
5 487.2 69 1.54 206.97 - j 70.00
4 445.3 41 4.27 232.01 - j 20.74
5 407.0 56 4.73 258.64 - j 86.32
6 371.9 49 5.80 255.45 - j 24.03
7 340 50 5.52 329.32 + j 26.714
8 310.4 55 5.36 327.62 - j 24.37
9 283.7 49 5.90 265.10- j 0.20
10 259.3 48 5.91 287.97 + j 53.86
11 237.0 40 3.32 307.72 + j 160.53
12 216.6 40 7.46 397.75 + j 132.75
13 198.0 35 7.35 485.12 + j 26.60
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research was to investigate a uniformly periodic square loop
(QUAD) array antenna with various feeds in order to establish optimum scaling and
spacing factors, and then design a quad-log periodic array. The experimental objective
of this research was accomplished, using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC).
A near field investigation verified the presence of backward radiation regions which were
suggested from k-/? diagrams of successful log-periodic designs. This research also ob-
served end or truncation effects of the structure.
From the experimental data, k-/? diagrams were constructed for unswitched,
switched, and staggered feed transmission lines. The k-/? diagrams identified broadband
backward radiation regions for switched transmission lines. That was also verified from
the radiation patterns of the QUPA. Then, obtaining the optimum scaling factors t and
a
,
computer models of quad log-periodic arrays were executed and provided data for
radiation patterns, input impedances, and amplitude and phase plots of the element
currents.
The models were run in free space with different combinations of switched trans-
mission lines (transmission line impedances of 180 and 300 ohms, different scaling and
spacing factors of a = 0.125 and 0.119, t = 0.915 and 0.914, and various numbers of el-
ements 9, 11, 13, and 14). Radiation patterns, input impedance plots, and magnitude
and phase plots of the element currents were used to evaluate the performance of the
antenna. Since there is not a well-established method of analyzing log-periodic arrays,
examination of the radiation patterns was the major tool for determination of the per-
formance of the array. The results can be listed as follows:
1. The QLPA with a switched feed transmission line shows characteristics of a suc-
cessful log-periodic structure. The structure shows a unidirectional "backfire" radi-
ation pattern with radiation being directed towards the small end of the array.
2. The structure exhibits nearly the same performance over the entire 200-500 MHz
range. Between 200 to 240 MHz, there is performance degradation because of the
truncation effect. As the frequency increases, performance of the antenna is stabi-
lized and variations are less.
3. The VSWR is less than 2:1 throughout the entire frequency range.
4. With these design parameters the array exhibits an average gain of 5.3 dBi and an
average half power beamwidth (HPBW) of 56 degrees.
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5. It should be possible to get a more directive radiation pattern and higher gain from
the structure using a higher scale factor, but this in turn would require more ele-
ments to cover the frequency range.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of the study the following recommendations are made:
1. Although the results of the QLPA show satisfactory performance in free space, a
study of the array should be done over perfect and lossy ground to see what addi-
tional effects occur under these kinds of conditions for HF frequencies (2-30 MHz).
2. Higher values of scaling and spacing should yield higher performance.
3. Using different scaling and spacing factors, it is possible to create an experimental
set of design curves for the QLPA similar to those of the LPDA (Carrel's curves).
4. This thesis investigated near magnetic fields of uniformly periodic quad arrays and
obtained k-/? diagrams. From the k-/? diagrams, frequency regions showing back-
ward radiation were identified. In the absence of a well-established theoretical ap-
proach for log-periodic antenna design, the method used in this combined study
and first suggested by Mayes, Deschamps, and Patton [ref. 11] has proven to be
very successful and less time consuming than cut-and-try method. It is therefore
recommended that before attacking log-periodic structures directly, a near magnetic
field investigation of the uniformly periodic counterparts may give insight into
log-periodic performance. Analysis of k-/? diagrams of uniformly periodic structures
can provide clues to the performance of log-periodic counterparts. If the study of
uniformly periodic structures proves fruitful, it is highly probable that log-periodic
counterparts will give good broadband performance. Near field analysis of uni-
formly periodic counterparts of many successful and unsuccessful structures shows
this to be the case.
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APPENDIX A. K-B DIAGRAMS AND ATTENUATION DIAGRAMS FOR
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APPENDIX B. NEAR MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
FOR A QUPA IN FREE SPACE
MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE F DEO - 150 MHZ. d= 25m
10 element uniform quod array. i"300 ohm twitched
1
o e i j i6
Dittance X (m)
PHASE VS DISTANCE. FPEO - 150 MHZ. d= 25m
10 element uniform quod array 1-300 ohm twitched feed
35 50 75 I I 25 150
Dittance X (m)
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE. PREO = 200 MHZ. d=.25n
10 element uniform quod array. z=300 ohm twitched
0.1 1.2 16
Dittanco X (m)
niASH VS DISTANCE. EREO = 200 MHZ. d=.25m
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ - 300 MHZ. d=.25m
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FPEQ - 400 MHZ. d= 25n
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ = 450 MHZ. d=.25m
10 element uniform quod orroy. lOOO ohm twitched
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ - 550 MHZ. d= 25„
10 element uniform quod orro y i-300 ohm iwilched
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE. FREO - 650 MHZ. d=.25m





PHASE VS DISTANCE. FREO - 650 MHZ. d=.25m
10 elemont uniform quod orroy. 1-300 ohm twitched foed
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ - 200 MHZ. d= 3m






PHASE VS DISTANCE FPDQ = 200 MHZ. d=.3m
10 element uniform quod array. iO00 ohm twitched Iced
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE. FREO - 250 MHZ. d- 3m
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MAGillTUD: VS DISTANCE FREO - 300 MHZ. d= 3m
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ - 350 MHZ. dOm
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magiiitud: vs distance frgo • 450 mhz. d= 3m
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MAGNITUDE VS DISTANCE FREQ 550 MHZ. d=.3m




PMASH VS DISTANCE FREO - 580 MHZ. d=.3m





-200- i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 SO 75 I I 25 I 50 1 75 2 2 25 2 50 2 75
Dittance X (m)
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MAGMITUDC VS DISTANCE TPEQ « 630 MHZ. d= 3n
10 element uniform quod orroy. 1*300 ohm twitched
I 1.5 2
Ditlance X (m)
PHASE VS DISTANCE FREO - 650 MHZ. d- 3m








1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
25 50 075 I 175 150 175 2 2 35 3 50 2 75
Ditlance X (m)
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APPENDIX C. FAR FIELD RADIATION PATTERNS OF QUPA WITH A
SWITCHED FEED TRANSMISSION LINE
10 CLCMDiT UNirORM QUAD ARRAY ( FRCP = 200 MHZ )
HORIZONUw PAHLRN. D=.25M
.
2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
••ran in oteiTS taut
10 CLCMCNT UN IFORM QUAD ARRAr ( TRCO = 250 MHZ )
HORlZONlAL PATTERN. D=.25M
.
2=i00 OHM SWITCHED FEED
**1 KM CM* M 0»
•"••"••• MOfl,OM I * l
V1BMCAL
101*1
*ficiri in Drear r* t«ur
66
10 LiZUZ't: UNtrQ"M QUAD AHRA; ( TRCC = 300 MHZ )
hokiZ0i-;a. pattern. d=.2Sk-
.
2=300 ohm switchcd rcco
Miuaf bum m os
" 9 "° HI *'
— vi*nCA.
1©»AI
«r. is m orc»us l»Uf
lOJ QjruT IINI-QRM QUAD ARRAY ( TRCQ = 310 MHZ )
HOR.ZOn;Al~ PATTERN. D=.25m . 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED






AWClfl "' WCtf TJ TBUT
67
10 CirMCNT UNirQRM QUAD ARRAY ( TRCQ = 340 MHZ )
HORIZON'A^ PATTERN. D=.25w , Z=300 OHM SWITCHLD FLED
»»ir.i < s in or etc < taur
10 CLCMCUT UNIfQRM QUAD ARRAY ( TRCQ = 350 MHZ )
HORIZONTAL PATTERN. D=.25M
. Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
joc '
68
10 ClEMCNT nMimPM QUAD ARRAY ( TRCQ = 400 MHZ )
HORIZONTAL PATTERN. D=.2iM . Z=500 OHM SWllCHtD FLCD
1P_CLCMCIJT UNirORM QUAD ARRAY ( TOO = 425 MUZ )
HORlZONiA." PATTERN U=.25M











10 CLEMCNT UHITQRM QUAD ARRAY ( TRCO = 500 MHZ )
HORiZONlAL PATTERN. D=.25M
. Z=300 OHM SWITCHED fEED
ahcus in Dicaiti wvr
10 ELCMENT UNirORM QUAD ARRAY ( rREQ = 550 MHZ )
HORIZONTAL PATTERN. D=.25M , 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
*aet r« m occatrt mit
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APPENDIX D. FAR FIELD RADIATION PATTERNS OF 9 AND 14
ELEMENT QLPAS IN FREE SPACE
9 ELCMEMT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( fREO = 200 MHZ )
TAU=.9l5. SIGMA*.I23. (DUPA=.25U). 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
•TIM Mi OIC»lf 1 I
M ElEMCI'T QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( rREO = 200 MHZ )
TAU= 91b. SlGMA=.l2S. (0UPA=.25W) . Z=300 OHM SWITCHED TEED
71
9 ELfML N'T QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( fREC = 230 MHZ 1






•"Cits <» otcctrs i«u[
U CLEMDjT C'JAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( TREO = 230 MHZ )
TAU=.9',5. SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M;
.
2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
72
9 elcm:n' ojad log-periodic a*?ray ( rpEQ = 300 mh; )
1AJ=.9-S, SlGMA=.'.25. IDJPA=.25M;, 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FLED




»«tai in ticurv t»ur
U ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 300 MH7 )
TAU=.915. SIGMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M) , Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270





9 n FMfNT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FRCP = 3*0 MHZ )
7AU=.?'.£. SlGUA=.125. (DUPA=.25M). Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270
14 CLEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREO = 340 MHZ )
TAU=.915, SIGMA=.125, (DU?A=.25M) , 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
27C '




•ngus in orcucs i»ut
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9 CLCVlNT quad lqg-periodi: ARRAY ( FREO = 450 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SiGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M„ 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
170





»«Olti l« OCCICCS l»Ut
14 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREO = 450 MHZ )
TAU=.915, S:GMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M)
, Z=300 OhM SWITCHED FEED
75
9 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 560 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SIGMA=.125 (DUPA=.25M) . Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270




««oi rs i« occntcs t»uc
14 ELEM ENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 560 MHZ )
TAU=.915, SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25Mj , Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED





ancles in nccatts i«ur
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S ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREO - 600 MHZ 1
TAU=.S15, SIGma=.125 (DUPA=.25M,
.
Z=30C OHM SWITCHED FEED






14 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREO = 600 MHZ )
TAU=.915, SIGMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M)
.
Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270 t




ancits in occtrcs irut
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APPENDIX E. FAR FIELD RADIATION PATTERNS OF A 13 ELEMENT
QLPA IN FREE SPACE
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( mEO = 190 MHZ )
TAJ=.9lS. SlGMA=.!2S. (0U?A=.2iy) . 2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
13 CLEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( rRCO = 200 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SlCMA=125. (DUPA=.2SM)
,







13 C.:i.'C'>T QUAD LOG-PERiODIC ARRAv [ FRED = 230 MHZ 1





13 ELEMENT QUAD LPG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( TREQ = 240 MHZ )
TAU=.915, SIGMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M)




IT QUAD LOG-PERIOQIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 290 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SlGMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M) , Z=30G OHM SWITCHED FEED




»»cits mi oiexrs '«iit
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FRCP = 300 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M)
, Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED




M«CLCS (n orcicrs muc
80




2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270
....... wo"i;o-:n
»«cics i« orctttj t»u(
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( fREO = 3*0 MHZ )
TAU=.915. SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M)
. Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270
»»CI[i IX DtCtic, IB ur
81
13 ELEMTNJ. QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 450 MHZ 1
TAU=.Si£, SlGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M) . Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
270





»ncus in orctrrs uur
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FRCP = 460 MHZ )
TAJ=.915. SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M) . Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
MCits in orcsrci nuc
82
13 ELCt.'-NT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( TRCQ = 550 MHZ )
TAU=.S1S, SIGMA=.125, (DJPa=.2SM;
.
2=300 OHM SWiTCHLD FEED
270
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREO = 560 MHZ )
TAU=.9:5, SlGMA=.125, (DU?A=.25M)
.
2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
83
13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( fREQ = 590 MH2 )
TAU=.915. SlGMA=.125. (DUPA=.25M)
,
Z=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED
770






13 ELEMENT QUAD LOG-PERIODIC ARRAY ( FREQ = 600 MHZ )
TAU=.915, SIGMA=.125, (DUPA=.25M)
,
2=300 OHM SWITCHED FEED




Micirs •< oroits i«ut
«B0
84
APPENDIX F. AMPLITUDE AND PHASE PLOTS OF A 13 ELEMENT
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APPENDIX G. INPUT IMPEDANCE OF A QLPA
12 E^E^t
SIG.r^^25. Tal-.'V.S. z-3C2^Stii
: vS*? DE"lNljTIDN CIRCt.:
FRESUEf.CV |lN MHz
90
'3: 1 VSo'K DEFIt!J"r:ON CIRCLE
13 Element olpa
-19. TAU-5yi4. z-3C;T~Sh£
IVSW DE r INIVION CIRCLE
FREQUENCY IN MHz
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QUAD UNIFORM ARRAY (10 ELEMENTS)
IN FREE SPACE
VARIOUS FREQUENCIES (F = 150-650 MHZ)
DISTANCE BETWEEN ELEMENTS (D=.25M)
HORIZONTAL RADIATION PATTERNS
TRANSMISSION LINE (Z = 300 OHM SWITCHED FEED)






























































































































































































































































































































, . 125,0. 000814
125,0. 000814
125,0. 000814






























25, . 125,0. 000814























































































































































































































































































DISTANCE 5R OUT OF THE WIRE


















































































125,-. 125,0,-. 125,-. 12 5,0. 000814
. 12 5,-. 125,0,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
. 125,. 125,0,. 125,. 125,0. 000814
125,. 125,0,. 125,-. 125,0. 000814
. 12 5,-. 12 5, . 3, -. 125,-. 12 5,0. 000814
-. 125,-. 125,. 3,-. 12 5,. 125,0. 000814
-.125, .125, .3, .125, .125,0. 000814
. 12 5,. 125,. 3,. 125,-. 12 5,0. 000814
. 125,-. 125, .6,-. 125,-. 125,0. 000814
,-. 125,-. 125,. 6,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
,-.125, .12 5,. 6, .12 5, .12 5,0. 000814
, . 125, . 12 5, . 6, . 12 5, -. 12 5,0. 000814
, .
125,-. 12 5, . 9,-. 125,-. 12 5,0. 000814
,-. 125,-. 125, .9,-. 12 5,. 12 5,0. 000814
,-. 125,. 12 5, .9,. 125,. 125,0. 000814
,. 12 5, . 12 5, . 9, . 12 5,-. 12 5,0. 000814
2,. 12 5,-. 125, 1.2,-. 12 5,-. 125,0. 000814
2,-. 125,-. 125, 1.2,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
2,-. 125,. 125, 1.2,. 125,. 125,0. 000814
2,. 12 5,. 12 5, 1.2,. 125,-. 12 5,0. 000814
5,. 12 5,-. 12 5, 1. 5,-. 125,-. 125,0. 000814
5,-. 125,-. 125, 1.5,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
5,
-.125, .125, 1.5, .125, .125,0. 000814
5, .125, .12 5, 1.5,. 125,-. 125,0. 000814
8, . 12 5,-. 125, 1. 8, -.125, -.125,0. 000814
8,-. 125,-. 125, 1. 8,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
8,-. 125,. 125, 1.8,. 125,. 125,0. 000814
8, .125, .12 5, 1.8, .125, -.12 5,0. 000814
1,. 12 5,-. 12 5,2. 1,-. 12 5,-. 125,0. 000814
1,-. 12 5,-. 125,2. 1,-. 125,. 12 5,0. 000814
1,-. 125,. 125,2. 1,. 125,. 125,0. 000814
1, . 12 5, . 12 5,2. 1, . 12 5,-. 12 5,0. 000814
4,. 125,-. 12 5,2. 4,-. 125,-. 125,0. 000814
4, -.12 5, -.125,2. 4,-. 125, . 12 5,0. 000814
4,-. 125,. 125,2. 4, . 125,. 125,0. 000814
4, . 12 5, . 125,2. 4, . 12 5,-. 12 5,0. 000814
7, . 12 5,-. 12 5,2. 7,-. 12 5,-. 125,0. 000814
7,-. 125,-. 125,2. 7,-. 125,. 125,0. 000814
7,-. 125,. 12 5,2. 7,. 125,. 125,0. 000814









































































10, 1, 1,0,0, . 129884, .3,0,0
0, 0, 0,280
2,1,1
10, 1, 1,0,0, . 129884, .3,0,0
0,0,0,300
2,1,1
10, 1, 1,0,0, . 129884, .3,0,0
0,0, 0, 320
2,1,1












10,1, 1,0,0,. 129884,. 3,0,0
0,0,0,425
2,1,1


















































0, 10, 1,1,0,0,. 129884, .3,0,0
0,0,0,0,575
2,2,1,1
0, 10, 1,1,0,0,. 129884,. 3,0,0
0,0,0,0, 600
2,2,1,1
0, 10, 1,1,0,0,. 129884, .3,0,0
0,0,0,0, 620
2,2,1,1
0^10, 1,1, 0,0,. 129884, .3,0,0
97










































QUAD LOG PERIODIC ARRAY (13 ELEMENTS)
IN FREE SPACE
SIGMA = .125 , TAU = .915 , A = 5. 4 DEG.
ARRAY LENGTH : 2.771 M.
VARIOUS FREQUENCIES (F = 150-610 MHZ)
HORIZONTAL RADIATION PATTERNS


































,. 0647,-. 0647,0,-. 0647,-. 0647,0. 000814
,-. 0647,-. 0647,0,-. 0647,. 0647,0. 000814
,-. 0647,. 0647,0, . 0647,. 0647,0. 000814
,. 0647, . 0647,0, . 0647,-. 0647,0. 000814
13 5,. 0707,-. 0707, . 135,-. 0707,-. 0707,0. 000814
135,-. 0707,-. 0707, . 135,-. 0707, . 0707,0. 000814
135,-. 0707, . 0707, . 13 5, . 0707, . 0707,0. 000814
13 5, . 0707,. 0707, . 13 5, . 0707,-. 0707,0. 000814
283, . 0773,-. 0773, . 283,-. 0773,-. 0773,0. 000814
.
283,-. 0773,-. 0773, . 283,-. 0773, .0773,0. 000814
. 283,-. 0773, . 0773,. 283,. 0773,. 0773,0. 000814
. 283, . 0773, . 07 73, . 283, . 0773,-. 0773,0. 000814
. 445, . 0845,-. 0845, . 445,-. 0845,-. 0845,0. 000814
. 445,-. 0845, -. 0845, . 445,-. 0845, . 0845,0. 000814
. 44 5, -. 0845, . 0845, . 445, . 0845, . 0845,0. 000814
. 445, . 0845, . 0845, . 445, . 0845, -. 0845,0. 000814
. 622, . 092 3, -. 092 3, . 622, -. 0923, -. 0923,0. 000814
. 622,-. 092 3,-. 0923,. 622,-. 0923,. 0923,0. 000814
. 622,-. 0923, . 0923, . 622, . 0923,. 0923,0. 000814
. 622, . 0923,. 0923, . 622, . 0923,-. 0923,0. 000814
. 815, . 1009,-. 1009, .815,-. 1009,-. 1009,0. 000814
.815,-. 1009,-. 1009, .815,-. 1009, . 1009,0. 000814
.815,-. 1009, . 1009,. 815,. 1009, . 1009,0. 000814
.815,. 1009, . 1009, .815,. 1009,-. 1009,0. 000814
1. 02 6, . 1103,-. 1103, 1. 026,-. 1103,-. 1103,0. 000814
1. 02 6,-. 1103,-. 1103, 1. 026,-. 1103,. 1103,0. 000814
1. 02 6,-. 1103, . 1103, 1. 026, . 1103,. 1103,0. 000814
1. 02 6,. 1103, . 1103,1. 026,. 1103,-. 1103,0. 000814
1. 257, . 1205,-. 1205,1. 257,-. 1205,-. 1205,0. 000814
1. 257,-. 1205,-. 1205,1. 2 57,-. 1205,. 1205,0. 000814
1. 257,-. 1205, . 1205,1. 257,. 1205,. 1205,0. 000814
1. 2 57, . 1205, . 1205,1. 257,. 1205,-. 1205,0. 000814

































-. 132,-. 132, 1. 509,-. 132, . 132,0. 000814
-. 132, . 132, 1. 509, . 132, .132,0. 000814
. 132, . 132, 1. 509, . 132,-. 132,0. 000814
. 1443,-. 1443, 1. 784,-. 1443,-. 1443,0. 000814
-. 1443,-. 1443,1. 784,-. 1443,. 1443,0. 000814
-. 1443,. 1443,1. 784,. 1443,. 1443,0. 000814
. 1443,. 1443, 1. 784,. 1443,-. 1443,0. 000814
. 1577,-. 1577,2. 085,-. 1577,-. 1577,0. 000814
-.1577,-. 1577,2. 085,-. 1577,. 1577,0. 000814
-. 1577,. 1577,2. 085, . 1577, . 1577,0. 000814
. 1577,. 1577,2. 085, . 1577,-. 1577,0. 000814
. 172 3,-. 172 3,2. 413,-. 1723,-. 1723,0. 000814
-.172 3,-. 1723,2. 413,-. 1723,. 1723,0. 000814
-. 1723, . 1723,2. 413, . 1723, . 1723,0. 000814
. 1723, . 172 3,2. 413, . 1723,-. 1723,0. 000814
.
1883,-. 1883,2. 7 71,-. 1883,-. 1883,0. 000814
771,-. 1883,-. 1883,2. 771,-. 1883, . 1883,0. 000814
771,-. 1883, . 1883,2. 771, . 1883,. 1883,0. 000814












































































FR 0, 0, 0,0,
FL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
FL 3, 2, 0,4
RP
; 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR
; 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP
; 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,








PL 3 2, 0,4
RP 1, 361,
FR 0, 0, 0,0,
PL 3, 2, 0,4





































FR 0, 0, 0,0, 360
PL 3, 2, 0,4
RP 0, 1, 361,1501,90,0,0,
1
FR 0, 0, 0,0, 370
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP ,1 ,361 ,1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,380
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP ,1 ,361 ,1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,390
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP , 1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,400




FR ,0 0,0 ,410






FR ,0 ,0,0 ,420
PL 3 2 0,4
RP 1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 0,0 ,430
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP ,1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,440





FR ,0 ,0,0 ,450
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP
,
1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,460
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP
,
1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,470
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP
, 1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,480
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP ,1 ,361 , 1501,90,0,0,
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,490
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP , 1 ,361 ,1501,90,0,0,1
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,500
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
RP ,1 ,361 ,1501,90,0,0,1
FR ,0 ,0,0 ,510
PL 3 ,2 ,0,4
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